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Abstract—Dynamic power consumption associated with signal toggles over long distance wires accounts for a significant portion of on-chip interconnect power. Improving dynamic energy efficiency in highly capacitive interconnects can be achieved by reducing the toggle rates associated with data communication. Temporal coding schemes facilitate bounded activity factors by encoding information as placement of signal toggles in time and can thereby improve the energy efficiency of data communication by encoding multiple bits per toggle.

We introduce two temporal protocol variants designed for traversal of the crossbars in on-chip networks. These protocols reduce peak power without loss of bandwidth and achieve energy efficient on-chip communication in high capacitance long distance interconnects. Extending these energy savings to a multi-hop mesh topology is achieved by router implementations equipped with bypassing mechanisms that elide per hop reencoding overheads. We demonstrate a four bit per transition temporal protocol with up to 75% communication energy reduction that can be achieved over a baseline serial bit stream protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION

As processors have scaled to increasingly many cores per chip, packet switched networks have emerged as the preferred on-chip interconnect technology [1], [2]. These on-chip networks support the high bandwidth communication requirements of data movement between processor cores and memory. On-chip data movement is associated with high dynamic power [3], [4], [5] due to bit toggles over long distance interconnects [6]. Temporal coding aims to reduce this energy component by reducing the number of bit toggles involved in on-chip communication [7]. Temporal codes reduce toggle rates by representing multi-bit sequences as signal toggles placed in time. This reduces the peak dynamic power associated with movement of bits across the interconnect and under certain circumstances improves energy efficiency.

Figure 1 illustrates transmission of a signal toggle placed within a symbol window that corresponds to an encoded four bit sequence. Each transmission window contains a sequence of symbol windows, and each symbol window represents a distinct value. Protocols that encode more bits per toggle are more energy efficient. Encoding more bits per toggle involves including more symbol windows per transmission window. As the temporal window size increases, the latency of the temporal window can increase exponentially with the number of bits encoded. Operating at higher temporal resolution counteracts the latency degradation and is possible because the energy efficiency of the protocol enables its transmitters and receivers to operate at higher clock frequencies without exceeding the power budget. However, this temporal resolution is constrained by the transmitter and receiver circuit designs and the precision with which the signal propagation delay jitter can be bounded. In fully synchronous designs, the temporal resolution is the same as the transmitter and receiver clock frequency.

At a fixed temporal resolution, an increase in transmission window size is associated with a decrease in per wire bandwidth. Meeting a target channel bandwidth thus requires increasing the number of wires per port as the number of bits per transition increases. Within point-to-point links, there is no increase in per wire capacitance associated with a widening channel. However, for crossbars the increase in channel width increases the area of the crossbar, thus increasing the capacitance associated with crossbar traversal. In systems containing both long distance wires and crossbars, the optimal protocol is a function of both the link lengths and the crossbar radix. However, for networks with sufficiently long links and low radix, the crossbar traversal energy can become insignificant compared to link traversal.

Temporal protocols are efficacious in interconnects with long distance links because the high capacitance of the links is associated with high enough dynamic energy to outweigh the transmitter and receiver energy overheads. Similar wire distances may be traversed in high diameter topologies, like meshes, as in high radix topologies, like flattened butterflies [8], however similar energy savings are not achieved due to per hop transmission overheads. We will discuss bypass mechanisms that allow temporal signals to continue propagation through routers without incurring these overheads.

Section II discusses the design of temporal protocols built for crossbar traversal. Section III considers router design for temporally encoded transmissions in NoCs including bypass mechanisms for reducing per-hop energy and latency overheads. In section IV, an energy model based on post-synthesis measurements is developed and used to model the NoC crossbars and links. Section V presents performance and energy results for temporally coded transmission within the on-chip network of a tiled 64 core processor.

II. PROTOCOL VARIANTS

The design of temporal codes for on-chip networks must consider both crossbar traversal and communication over point-to-point links. For point-to-point links, the voltage levels at the beginning of transmission are the same as the levels at the end of the previous transmission. In packet switched networks each router output port can be connected to one of several crossbar inputs. When a crossbar switches between two input ports with different signal levels it results in bit flips at the output ports that do not encode any information. Preventing misinterpretation of these bit toggles can be accomplished either by protocol design or by circuit design. In this section, we consider the circuit level implications for two protocol variants that we refer to as return-to-zero (RZ) and non-return-to-zero (NRZ).
The RZ protocol always includes a negative signal transition for every positive signal transition such that at the end of transmission all signal levels have returned to zero. The RZ protocol divides the transmission window in half such that each toggle encodes one fewer bit than would be encoded by a protocol that placed just one toggle within a transmission window of the same size. Consequently, the number of symbols that can be represented per toggle is reduced. This difference in toggle efficiency represents a lower dynamic energy efficiency for RZ protocols. However, the per wire bandwidth is increased and fewer wires are required to achieve an equivalent bandwidth, since more bits are encoded per transmission window containing two toggles. The RZ protocols always contain both a positive and negative toggle for every transmitted symbol and therefore consume the same amount of energy for each transmission.

The NRZ protocols require additional logic to prevent propagation of false toggles caused by input selection adjustments between signals that can begin transmission as either a one or a zero. The NRZ protocols also include a symbol that is represented by no signal transition at all. The presence of a “no transition” symbol in the NRZ protocols provides an opportunity for reduction of channel energy consumption beyond what is achieved by transmitting fewer bits per toggle alone. The best choice of value for the “no transition” symbol is the bit sequence that appears most frequently, which for many applications is a sequence of all zeros.

The energy efficiency of temporal protocols over long links is plotted in Figure 2. The activity unit is the probability of zero bits. This is because the toggle activity factors for serial bit streams and temporal protocols are not equivalent, however each can be calculated based on a Bernoulli distribution of bit levels. This way of representing the bit-stream variability does not represent the full range of activity factors for the baseline because bit streams with very high activity factors cannot be represented as streams of independent bit values. The maximum expected activity factor of a stream of independent bits is only 50%, while the peak baseline power actually occurs at 100% activity and is roughly double what is shown in Figure 2. For temporal protocols, the peak power occurs when there are no transmissions of “no transition” symbols. The peak power for the temporal protocol can be seen on the right side of Figure 2, where temporal protocols with toggle efficiency greater than 2 bits per toggle are observed to use significantly less energy than the baseline with 50% activity over long links.

At zero link length, the crossbar traversal and transmission overhead energies for temporal codes is greater than the baseline for all zero bit probabilities. As link length increases, the channel energy dominates the transmission overhead and the temporal protocols are more energy efficient than the baseline for a range of activity factors that increases with the link length. For link lengths in excess of 2mm, the 4bNRZ protocol has the lowest peak power of all of the temporal protocols considered, and continues to be the lower power protocol as the link length increases. If protocols with greater toggle efficiency were considered then they would demonstrate further peak power reductions. However such protocols are not considered as their minimum transmission latency would exceed the latency constraint of the test-bench used to generate the data for these graphs.

A crossbar scaling study is shown in Figure 3, where the energy per bit is shown across zero bit probabilities for a set of channel widths, with zero additional link length. For large crossbars, temporal coding exhibits lower energy crossbar traversal than the baseline. Where this differs from link length scaling is that the minimum peak power for temporal protocols traversing larger crossbars is achieved at 3 bits per transition. For higher probability of zero bits, the 2 bits per transition protocol becomes slightly more energy efficient than 3 bits per transition because of its higher likelihood of transmitting “no transition”, but the peak exceeds that of 3 bits per transition. The greater energy consumption of the 4 bit per transition protocol’s crossbar traversal is due to the wider channel widths associated with lower per wire bandwidths, that increase the size of the crossbar. Protocols that encode more than four bits per transition are expected to exhibit even higher energy crossbar traversals due to the increasing crossbar area associated with even lower per wire bandwidths.

In any system where the dominant component of transmission energy is either the transmission overhead or the crossbar traversal, a protocol with fewer bits per transition tends to be optimal. Protocols with many bits per transition are only the optimal low energy protocols within systems where either the dominant component of transmission energy is a point-to-point link or where the latency constraint is sufficiently relaxed that increasing the bits per transmission does not require increasing the channel width. The following section addresses design considerations associated with temporal codes in on-chip networks in latency constrained systems, whose long links account for the dominant dynamic energy component of data transmission.

Figure 2: Link Length Scaling of a 128 bit per cycle link: Energy per bit as a function of link length and probability of zero bits.

Figure 3: Crossbar Scaling: Energy per bit for traversal of a 16x16 crossbar as a function of bit width and probability of zero bits.
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counter value while the pulse is asserted. Therefore, timing closure
must guarantee that the transition arrival time satisfies the following
inequality in order for the the counter value to be properly stored
within the latches.

Router: The temporal receivers and transmitters are both located at
the input ports of the router such that the transmitter for a subsequent
hop can interact directly with the colocated receiver of the previous
hop. During periods of low contention, incoming flits can be passed
directly from the receiver to the transmitter without utilizing the input buffers. This is analogous to the bypass paths which are a
common NoC router optimization that lower per-hop latency under
low contention and save power by eliminating extraneous buffer
accesses [9], [10]. In addition to reduction of latency and buffer
utilization, bypassing can be used to forward a temporally encoded
signal directly to the next hop without decode and retransmission,
thus eliminating the transmission overhead at intermediate hops when
router contention is low. Temporal decoder bypassing cannot be
interrupted by any pipeline stalls due to the temporal nature of the
encoding. If a stall occurs, then the flit needs to be decoded and
retransmitted after the stall has been resolved.

The decoder bypassing mechanism’s schematic is illustrated in
Figure 4b. To facilitate a low latency pipeline with minimal stalling,
a small header flit is transmitted ahead of the temporally encoded
payload. In the absence of contention the router can be speculatively
configured one cycle ahead of the temporal signal transmission.
Routers using a static dimension order routing algorithm simplify
lookahead route computation (RC). If speculative virtual channel
allocation (VA), switch allocation (SA), and switch traversal (ST) [11] succeed then the header flit is routed in a single cycle to the next
hop and the incoming temporal transmission that follows can bypass
decoding, as is shown in Figure 6a.

**Figure 4: Temporally Encoded Communication Pipeline**

**III. ROUTER DESIGN**

A schematic of one hop in the temporally encoded NoC is shown
in Figure 4. Each labeled component is part of the router data path
designed for transmission of temporal codes. The data plane operates
at a higher frequency than the control plane for high temporal
resolution. Minimizing the clock signal fan-out to the transmitters and
receivers saves energy so the only clocked elements that operate at
this higher frequency are the counters and transmission flip-flops. The
control plane contains low frequency sequential elements pertaining
to crossbar allocation, signal validity, and data plane configuration.

**Transmitter:** The transmitter converts a sequence of bits from a
binary encoding to a temporal encoding by placing a toggle within the
transmission window. A counter iterates through symbol windows in
a designated order while a comparator watches for a match between
the output of the counter and an outgoing bit sequence. Using a
grey code counter minimizes toggles on the counter output. When a
transmitter’s comparator indicates a match, a T-flip-flop will toggle
its output at the next clock tick, as is shown in Figure 4a. Multi-bit
transmissions are divided into bit sequences that are transmitted by
a set of parallel transmitters, comprising an input port of the router.
The counter output can be shared among all transmitters of the same
input port. When a port is inactive, the port’s counter is clock gated.
Counters are not shared between adjacent ports to prevent active
counter fanouts to inactive ports.

**Crossbar:** Crossbars designed for temporal codes require mecha-
isms to prevent the signal toggles resulting from crossbar connection
updates from reaching the receiver and being misinterpreted as data.
While handling this at the receiver would be functionally correct,
preventing propagation of these toggles across links saves energy.
We have considered two temporal protocol variants that handle the
inconsistent connection. The RZ protocol uses an even number of
transitions per bit and can be implemented using standard crossbars
but is less energy efficient than NRZ protocols. The NRZ protocols
may incur an odd number of transitions within a given transmission
but require level preservation logic.

A latch based implementation of the level preservation logic is
shown in Figure 4e. When multiplexer control updates occur, the
valid signal is deserialized, the output of the circuit is held constant,
and any toggles on the input are stored in a secondary latch. When
the valid signal is reasserted, the level preservation circuit will once
again allow toggles at its input to propagate to the receiver as data.

**Router:** The temporal decoders are storage elements with two
inputs: one input is provided by the fully synchronous counter and the
other input is the temporally encoded signal. The counter sequence
begins after a valid signal is asserted at the input port. The output of
the receiver is the value from the counter that was stored upon the
arrival of a signal toggle. The decoder is a latch based circuit so there
are restrictions on when transitions can arrive at the input terminals.
Signal toggles must occur within a window of counter stability in
which the counter value does not change. This window of stability
excludes the setup and hold time of duration \(t_s + t_h\) in Figure 5.

The receivers are based on pulsed latches where a pulse generated
by a transition detector at the time of an encoded signal toggle triggers
storage of the counter values at that moment. In order for the receiver
to operate properly, the transition must arrive while the counter value is stable, and the duration of the pulse output by the transition detector of Figure 4g must exceed the setup time of the latch to store the
counter value while the pulse is asserted. Therefore, timing closure
must guarantee that the transition arrival time satisfies the following
inequality in order for the the counter value to be properly stored
within the latches.

\[
t_{D}^{N} + t_s < t_T + t_d < t_{D}^{N+1} - t_h
\]

**Figure 5: The transmitted signal toggle (T) must arrive outside of
the setup and hold window of the receiver, illustrated in Figure 4g.**
If the header flit stalls, then the decoder bypass path cannot be used and the temporally transmitted signal must be decoded at an intermediate receiver. If the header flit is then granted switch allocation before the multi-cycle temporal transmission has been fully decoded, a different bypass mechanism can be used to begin retransmission before decoding has completed. This bypass mechanism is depicted in Figure 4h. The bypass path links the output of the decoder to the input of the encoder through an initially transparent latch. At the end of the receiver’s transmission window, the latch holds the decoded value at the input of the encoder for the duration of the transmitter’s transmission window.

During concurrent retransmission, the transmitter sequence for the subsequent hop always starts once the receiver sequence is already in progress. When the transmitter’s counter reaches the symbol to be transmitted, the received symbol is guaranteed to be ready. Preventing interpretation of incorrect values requires that either the receiver be initialized to the value of the “no transition” symbol or an additional ready bit should be provided by the receiver to prevent interpretation of an invalid value prior to receiving a toggle. As is shown in Figure 6b, the minimal latency when early retransmission is invoked is one cycle more than decoder bypassing because the receiver must begin decoding ahead of the retransmission.

When next hop allocation does not take place before the decoding completes, the temporally encoded flit is inserted into the input buffer to be retrieved once allocation of the flit is successful. Without active decoder bypassing, each flit needs to be fully decoded before being retransmitted. Therefore, the minimal router latency without bypassing shown in Figure 6c depends upon the size of the transmission window. Early retransmission bypassing lowers the router latency and slightly lowers the energy by avoiding the input buffers. Decoder bypassing further lowers router latency by allowing single cycle routing and also lowers energy by eliminating the retransmission overhead during periods of low router contention.

Figure 7 is a comparison of the latency and throughput responses of two 64 node on-chip network topologies. Figure 7a shows the results of Booksim [11] experiments on a flattened butterfly [8] topology and Figure 7b shows the results of experiments on a mesh topology. The number of virtual channels is selected for equivalent aggregate input buffer capacity. The latency reduction achieved with decoder bypassing is more significant in the mesh topology than the flattened butterfly. Due to the long distance links in the flattened butterfly topology, the intended benefits of decoder bypassing are mostly already achieved by having few hops between distant nodes. For the mesh, however, there are many hops between nodes and each hop potentially requires decoding and reencoding. Under low load conditions transmission latency comparable to the flattened butterfly can be achieved by a mesh topology with decoder bypassing.

**Multicycle Paths:** Temporally encoded transmissions originate at a router input port’s transmitter, then traverse the router’s crossbar and the link before arriving at the input ports of the next hop’s router, where the signals are either decoded or bypass to the next hop. The path from a transmitter to a receiver can be multiple clock cycles of propagation delay. The timing requirements for these paths are dictated by the setup and hold times of the receivers. Typical single cycle path timing requirements constrain propagation delays to be less than a maximum delay that is slightly less than the clock period. Multicycle path timing requirements are different in that the multicycle timing constraint allows the signal arrival time to exceed the clock period. The timing constraint requires that a signal transition does not fall within the setup and hold window. If a path would violate this setup and hold window constraint, then the violation can be resolved by inserting a delay along the path that pushes the arrival time into the next clock cycle.

Selecting an appropriate delay along multiplexed paths can pose a challenge when different delay requirements must be satisfied along the same path. In a sufficiently large crossbar, different paths through the crossbar can have different delays. For example, the delay difference between adjacent input ports to a given receiver may be some δt such that the set of delays for all ports spans a range that could intersect the receiver setup and hold window for some subset of input ports. Some additional delay needs to be added to the paths that would otherwise violate the timing constraint to push the arrival time of the signal toggle to be within the period of stability for the receiver. However, the presence of shared paths through the crossbar restricts the locations at which delay elements can be placed without affecting multiple paths through the crossbar.

In a multiplexer based crossbar, each multiplexer input corresponds to only one transmitter and receiver pair, so fine tuning of the path delays could be implemented at these locations. However, since there are as many multiplexer inputs as the product of the number of input and output ports of the crossbar (NXM), it is possible that fewer, slightly larger, variable delay elements would be required if they were placed external to the crossbar.
Figure 4c depicts a delay tuning approach that places a variable delay element at each crossbar input port. The variable delay setting needs to be a function of the input port and output port to account for all delays through the crossbar. Placing the variable delay element before link traversal, at the crossbar input port itself directly maps each delay element to an input port, thereby simplifying the variable delay selection to a function of only the output port, where a separate function is used for each input port. This port to delay mapping can be stored concisely as a bit vector. The variable delay elements only require two possible delay settings, where one delay is minimal and the other exceeds the setup and hold time of the receiver. So each delay setting can be expressed as a single bit. If the routers are small enough then the output port to delay mappings could even be shared among the inputs of a given router since the delay differences from the input ports to the next hop would be primarily a result of link length differences.

The topologies that benefit most from decoder bypass paths have low radix routers and therefore have low arrival time variability among the input ports of the router. With arrival times at the receiver bounded within an acceptable window, the delay of the decoder bypass paths can be set such that the same variable delay setting would be appropriate for both a bypassed signal and a locally generated transmission. Properly bounding the arrival time window to align a fixed delay bypass path may require variable delay elements with more than two delay settings.

The variable delay elements may also be used to enable multicycle paths in DVFS enabled NoCs [12], [13]. Due to the differences in propagation times that result from scaled voltage levels and the different relative clock phases associated with scaled clock frequencies, different delay settings may be required for different DVFS levels. The variable delay elements provide the adaptability necessary to accommodate DVFS in the interconnect. Adjustments to the DVFS settings require an update to the delay select vectors. The proper delay configurations for each voltage/frequency level can be determined during timing closure and simply loaded into the delay select vectors whenever a change to DVFS is made at run time.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The energy characterizations used to generate Figure 2 and Figure 3 were derived from a set of experiments conducted using Synopsys Design Compiler based on descriptions of a point-to-point link between representative implementations of a transmitter and a receiver. The link is represented as a sequence of wire segments and repeaters, annotated with wire loads according to parameters obtained from cacti [14] pertaining to global wires at the 40nm technology node with a pitch of 320nm, resistance of 254.5Ω/μm, and capacitance of 0.283 fF/μm. The experimental configuration assumes a system clock frequency of 700MHz. The temporal protocols operate at a temporal resolution that is 4x the system clock frequency. The models are synthesized in Synopsys Design Compiler using a 40nm TSMC technology library.

The power measurements obtained from several experimental configurations form the basis for a parameterized model of energy characteristics for each protocol. The energy characterization involves solving for coefficients of the proportionality between energy and the product of capacitance and activity, $E \propto AC$, using linear regression. Each protocol’s energy profile can then be expressed in terms of parameters such as transmission overhead and channel traversal energy based on this characterization, shown in Figure 8.

The energy characterization is the basis for a power model used to analyze the energy associated with interconnect traffic in a simulated 64 core processor with an 8x8 mesh topology. The simulator used for this study is sniper [15] with an interconnect model based on router port contention that assumes serialization of all packets arriving at a router destined for the same output port. Structural hazards such as input buffer capacity and virtual channels are not modeled. Whenever a flit arrives at a router its wait time is calculated based on the other flits waiting at the router and the available bypass mechanisms. The wait time is used to determine which bypassing mechanism is used. The possible responses to a flit arrival include decoder bypassing, concurrent retransmission, and buffering. Each has its own associated hop traversal energy calculated based on the energy characterizations of each protocol. Input buffer write and read energies were obtained using FabMem [16]. We assume that only data packets are transmitted as temporal codes and that packets with smaller payloads, like coherence messages, are communicated as binary voltage levels. The results of experiments pertaining to the impact of using temporal coding for data messages is described in the following section.

V. RESULTS

The experiments consider four different bypassing capabilities for the 4bNRZ protocol, one without bypassing (Stalling Tx), one with only concurrent retransmission (Concurrent Tx), one with only decoder bypassing (Rx Bypass), and one with both of the bypassing mechanisms active (Both). The baseline must be latched at each hop but is assumed to use the same speculation techniques as for temporal protocols with both types of bypassing mechanisms active. The reported energy components pertain to interconnect data path traversal including links, crossbars, transmitters, receivers and buffers. 75% probability of zero bits is assumed for all energy calculations, which is consistent with the observation made in [7] that roughly 30% of four bit sequences in L2 cache data are all zeros. Links between nodes are assumed to have a length of 1mm.

The results in Figure 9a demonstrate speedups for many of the benchmarks when bypassing mechanisms are active. Figure 9b shows the dynamic energy estimates associated with communication over the interconnect. The substantial energy savings observed for configurations with decoder bypassing demonstrates that network contention levels are low enough to benefit from decoder bypassing in an 8x8 mesh topology, even for these high communication workloads. The effectiveness of bypassing would be degraded by resource limitations of the router implementation, but this data demonstrates the opportunity for energy savings within router designs similar to Figure 4.
Temporal coding schemes are an energy efficient means of on-chip communication for systems where high activity factors of binary bit streams along highly capacitive interconnects results in high dynamic power consumption. Temporal codes that reduce the activity factors associated with data communication reduce peak power and improve energy efficiency. Designing an NoC to support temporal codes requires protocols capable of traversing crossbars without risking propagation of false toggles during crossbar control updates, which can require increased router complexity. Within on-chip networks, a protocol that requires more complex routers but improves energy efficiency is preferable because the highly capacitive links of the NoCs represent a more significant energy component than the overhead of the router modifications. Within high diameter networks, links of the NoCs represent a more significant energy component than chip communication for systems where high activity factors of on-chip communication result in high dynamic power consumption. Temporal codes that reduce the peak power and improve energy efficiency for on-chip data communication in NoCs, without sacrificing link bandwidth or latency. The four bit per toggle NRZ temporal protocol is shown to have the lowest peak power of the protocols considered and to exhibit up to 75% energy savings over a baseline serial bit stream protocol for communication heavy workloads on a 64 core processor with an 8x8 mesh topology.

Figure 9: Data collected using Sniper for 64 core processor with a mesh interconnect topology running communication heavy benchmarks selected from the Parsec [17] and Splash [18] suites.

VI. CONCLUSION

Temporal coding schemes are an energy efficient means of on-chip communication for systems where high activity factors of binary bit streams along highly capacitive interconnects results in high dynamic power consumption. Temporal codes that reduce the activity factors associated with data communication reduce peak power and improve energy efficiency. Designing an NoC to support temporal codes requires protocols capable of traversing crossbars without risking propagation of false toggles during crossbar control updates, which can require increased router complexity. Within on-chip networks, a protocol that requires more complex routers but improves energy efficiency is preferable because the highly capacitive links of the NoCs represent a more significant energy component than the overhead of the router modifications. In high diameter networks, where the accumulated per hop overheads can be significant, the latency and energy overheads are counteracted by using bypass paths. The long multiplex cycles that decoder bypassing creates have timing constraints that are resolved at run-time using variable delay elements within the data path. Based on the energy characterizations of representative transmitter and receiver implementations, our energy models of on-chip networks demonstrate that temporal codes can reduce peak power and improve energy efficiency for on-chip data communication in NoCs, without sacrificing link bandwidth or latency. The four bit per toggle NRZ temporal protocol is shown to have the lowest peak power of the protocols considered and to exhibit up to 75% energy savings over a baseline serial bit stream protocol for communication heavy workloads on a 64 core processor with an 8x8 mesh topology.
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